A method si mil ar to t hat employed b y Smythe [1] 2 for calcul atin g t hc ca pa cita nce of a freely charged short right ci rc ul a r conducting cylinder is used to calculate t he elect ri c pola rizability t ensor in the principal axis syste:n for s uch a cyli nder. Calculations to an acc uracy of approximately fi ve s ignifi c'1nt figu res a r e carried ou t for cylinders wit h radius to half-lengt h ratios of ~~, )f, 1, 2, and 4. Th e result s are applicable to t he desig n of artific ial dielectri cs.
Introduction
A solid conducting object in th e form of a short, tha t is noninfini te in length , right circular cylind er makes a suitable clement for use in the construction of an ar t ifi.cial dielcctric. For such a n object, t herefore, it becomes impor tan t to know the electric polarizabili ty tensor ail whi ch relates the induced dipole momcnt P i to the ind ucing field E j accordin g to th e eq uation (1) with th e cylinder situated in free space. Once a ij is known , the effective diel ectric constant of a sp atial array of identical and identically oriented cylinders can b e calculated according to th e methods of K aprielian [2] .
A cen tered coordin ate system in which the z-ax is co incides wi t h the axis of ro tational symm etry obviously con sti t utes a system of princip al axes fo r a shor t right circular cylinder. The components a x x and a yy are clearly eq ual and are denoted all wher e t stands for "transverse"; similarly , a zz is deno ted a ll ,,,here l stands for "longit udinal." The cylinder cross section, with nomenclature, is illustrated in figure 1 . This article describes a m ethod which has been used successfully for calculating a ll and all for cylinders wi th radius to half-length (a/ b) ratios of 7~, 7L 1, 2, and 4. Rationalized M.K.S. units are used throughout.
Tlte problem which presen ts i tself is that of finding , in the external space, a Laplacian fun ction which h as no tangen tial gradient at the surfa ce of t he cylinder and which r educes to th e potential of a uniform field at infinity. With su ch a po te ntial, t here is associated physically a surface charge density on the cylinder proportional to the local normal gradi ent and a fieldfree condition in the interior. It is th e presence of this density which gives rise to the induced dipole moment. Since there is no known coordinate system in which a cylinder of fini te length with closed plane ends forms a coordinate surface and in which Laplace's equation is separable, t he presen t problem must be r egarded as intractable from the point of view of conventional methods and another method involving an arbitrarily goo d approximation to the surface charge density must be invok ed.
As a mathematical abstraction, let the cylinder be l'e 6 arded m erely as a geometrical construct to which the surface charge distribution j LIst m en tioned is firmly affixed. If that portion of t he po tential which corresponds to the uniform (applied) field is now subtracted, the r emaining potential will be that due to the charge alone and will be found to correspond to a lo calized external field with dipole-like appearance and a p erfectly uniform internal field which is eq ual and opposite to the applied field. The problem may therefore be restated in terms of finding, on a finite cylindrical surface with closed plane ends, a charge distribution which, when acting alone, generates a uniform field in the interior. The technique employed in the present article makes use of this viewpoint and consists in setting up, on the surface, a charge density function which is completely determined by a finite number of parameters, then solving for the values of these parameters so as to obtain maximal uniformity of the charge field or, alternatively, maximal cancella tion of the applied field , within. This method is similar to that employed by Smythe for calculating the capacitance of a freely charged cylinder [1] . The research reported here was performed under the direction of Prof. Smythe, to whom the author is indebted for many valu able discussions. The cooperation of the personnel of the California Institute of Technology Computing Center is also gratefully acknowledged. A second article, now in preparation, applies this method to the problem of determining the magnetic polarizability tensor under the assumption of negligible field penetration. If both tensors are known and if the wavelength is long compared with element spacing, it becomes possible to calculate the wave propagation constant of artifi cal media whose elements are cylinders of the type considered here.
. Functions for Expressing the Charge Densities
A system of generalized orthogonal polynomials and weighting functions has been constructed for the purpose of expressing the charge densities on the side and ends of the cylinder.
These polynomials involve an argument 11, which represents either zlb or pia as required, and a weighting function (1-u 2 ) v. The parameter v is given the value of minus one-third in order that the charge densities may be asymptotic to a constant times l-J/3 as l---70, where l is the distance from the edge of the cylinder. The product of the polynomial of order m and the weighting function is denoted by the symbol if;m and is defined as follows:
If tlw parameLer 'Y is given the value of one-half, this function becomes suitable for usc on the side of the cylinder ; if unity, for use on the end . The parameter!: controls the parity of the fun ction a nd is zero for evell parity, unity for odd parity. Another function, involving t he polynomial alone, is given by (3) The multipliers in (2) and (3) arc designed to simplify both the orthogonality relation and certain integral transforms (sec app. A) whi ch play an imporLant part in the analysis. Th e former is simply (4) The polynomials themselves are adaptations of Gegenbau er and Jacobi polynomials; expressions for if;", and ifim in terms of Jacobi polynomials of argument (2u 2 -1) are possible.
The Longitudinal Problem
In the 10ngitudillflJ problem , a uniform electric field of magnitude E is applied in Lhe positive z-direction. The assumed charge density on the side depends upon the coefficients Tb is called the "basic" term and is included in order that (5) may more easily approximate the true di.stribution esp eciall y when al b is small.
The potential generated in the interior by the charge density (5) acting alone is easily expressed as an integral transform :
The Fourier sine transform of the charge density, enclosed in square brackets above, may be found with the aid of appendix A. The function I o(lcp ) sin Ic z, which is regular in a neighborhood of the origin, may be represented as a spherical harmonic expansion about the ongm. Thus (7) becomes:
This expansion converges within that sphere which has its center at the origin and which passes through the n earest point occupied by charge, in other words, for all r< a.
Consider next the end s of the cyli nd er. The assumed charge density on t be upper end depends upon the coefficien ts t b and t1l " 0 :::;m:::;N.-1, as follows: 
The constant term,
is now the "basic" term. Again, the potential generated in the interior of the cylinder by both the charge density (9) and an equal and oppositc density situated on the lower end, is easily expressed as an integral transform :
This, in turn, may also be given as an expansion in spherical harmonics which converges for all 1'< b:
Evidently the sum of (8) and (12) constitutcs an expansion of the interior potential due to the total charge distribution. Although this expansion converges only within the largest sphere which can be inscribed in the cylinder, it can be continued [3, p . 196 ] to any interior point of the cylinder. This expansion of the interior potential may be expressed in the following form: (13) where the X's are obtained from (8) and (12) by integrating [4, p . 137] over k . These X's become the matrix elements in a system of simultaneous linear equations which may be solved for the Tb, 1'm, t b , and tm such that the coefficient of (1'!C)2P+1P2P+!(COS 0) will be unity for p = O and zero for as many p > 0 as possible. A solution of this type approaches exactness as the number of simultaneous equations approaches infinity; however, good accuracy was obtained with only eighteen equations. Among these is included an additional relationship known as the "edge condition,"
which insures that the side and end densities match one another as they both tend to infinity at the edge. The expr essions for the matrix elements are as follows:
Separate expressions for X~ and X~:are not necessary since these elements may be obtained merely by setting v= O in (15 ) and (16).
The
where Vo iR the geometrical volume of the cylinder.
. The Transverse Problem
In the transverse problem, a uniform electric field of magnitud e E is applied in the positive x-direction . The assumed charge density on the side dep ends upon the coefficients Sb and Sm, ° :s; m :s; N s -1, as follows:
The potential of this density in the interior of t he cylinder is given by the integral transform
Its spherical harmonic representa tion , co nverge n t for r<a, becomes
The assumed charge density on the upp er end involves the coefficients Wb and W m , O:S;m :S;Ne-l , and is given by:
The potential generated in the interior of the cylinder by both this charge density and an equal density on the lower end becomes Again, the spherical harmonic expansion, co nvergen t for r<b, is given by
V e(r ,fJ ,¢)
cE Once more, t,he sum of (20 ) and (23 ) constitutes an expansion of t he interior potential due to the total charge distribution, which expansion converges within the largest sphere that can be inscribed in the cylinder . The expansion may be expressed as follows: 
V (r,8,c/» eE
The dipole moment now has only an x component and is found by integrating X<T over the entire surface of the cylinder. The expression for the transverse polal'izability is : (28) 
Results
The two distinct tensor components of the electric polarizability are given 111 table 1. 
These results may be compared with the polarizability of a conducting sphere which is equal to 3vo€o in rationalized M.K.S. units. Actual values of the charge coefficients are included in appendix B . An estimate of the accuracy of the results was obtained by solving the problem repeatedly with larger and larger numbers of equations and observing the limit toward which the calculated valu e of the polarizability tended. It was found that, for a maximum number of equations eqn al to 18, the polarizability could be found to 5 significant figures with some doubt about the least sig nificant figure. As might be expected, the accmacy is best for aj b equal to unity, in which case the least significant figure is in error by at most one uni t.
As an additional check upon the calculations, the potential, V, at the pole and the electric field, E z, at the equator du e to the charge alone in the longitudinal problem were calculated and compared with the corresponding valu es associated wit.h the applied field. The mall errors involved can, by appealing to the appropriate gradients, be translated into lo cal discr epancies, i1p at the equator and !:1 z at the pole, between the actual surface and an imaginary surface which is an equipotential under the joint influence of charge and applied field. A corresponding check, in which the potential, V, at the equator and the electric field, Ep, at Lhe pole du e to the charge alone wer e compared with the corresponding values associated with the applied field , was carried out for the transverse problem. The results of both checks arc given in appendix B and are seen to be very satisfactory. 
Let l = r+CT; R e CT> -I:
Make a change in the index of summation; let r=m+k:
This is:
J( t) (--I )m r (m+ I +v) (t) -l-
and the transform of eq (AI ) is true. From [5, p. 170] , one finds that:
If (J is set equ al to 1'+ .1-1, the tr ansform becomes (AS) Now if the p arameters I' and .I are allowed to take all valu es r elevan t to the presen t problem , on e ob tains:
Side, even:
Sid e, odd :
End, even :
End, odd :
Becau se of the special values taken by I' and .I, th e singulari ty at the origin which migh t have occurred in (tu)'YJ r+!_ 1 (tu) do es not appear . Bo th sides of eqs (A9) through (A12 ) becom e entir e fun ctions of t and no restrictions need b e placed upon t.
. Appendix B: Values of the Charge Coefficients
The values of Lhe charge coefficients and th e resul ts of the checkin g procedure at pole and equa tor are given in tables 2 through 6. T he notation "A(p )" m eans "A times lO E p/ E cos </>=-1. 00000003
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